The Formula E-Team
and the rise of e-mobility
in the Netherlands

Introduction
We are headed for a future where the energy required for
accommodation, working and transport is generated
sustainably. The transition to sustainable energy will greatly
benefit the economy and labour market, as well as having a
major impact on creating a healthy living environment. A
smart and sustainable transport system is another key piece
to this puzzle. Innovative concepts such as smart charging
and autonomous vehicles will lead to e-vehicles becoming an
integral part of a sustainable energy system.
The Netherlands is small, prosperous, densely populated,
energy-intensive, internationally oriented and strongly
developed in the technological realm. This makes it the ideal
place to develop and shape the energy and mobility
transition. The Dutch government has set as goal that by 2030
only zero-emission cars will be sold in the Netherlands. With
this aim in mind, Dutch businesses, civic organisations,
knowledge institutes and the government together have
created the Formula E-Team. For the energy transition to
succeed, people's creativity and energy needs to be
harnessed, with government bodies not only issuing
prescriptions but also removing obstacles. This pamphlet
provides a brief retrospective outline of how it all began and
where this has currently led to in the Netherlands.

Formula E-Team
The Formula E-Team (FET) is a public-private partnership of
umbrella organisations, between the business community,
knowledge institutions, NGO’s and the Dutch government.
The Formula E-Team's goal is to further develop e-mobility in
the Netherlands and to seize opportunities to promote green
growth. The project includes promoting and connecting
various initiatives and partnerships to achieve critical mass
and speed. A great deal of effort will go into removing
obstacles. The Formula E-Team is the place where
stakeholders from the entire arena meet.

Participants
3TU, ANWB (Dutch automobile association), AutomotiveNL, BOVAG (association of
motor car, garage and allied trades), CSR Netherlands (MVO Nederland)/Dutch
Sustainable Business (De Groene Zaak), Energie-Nederland, Ministry of
Infrastructure and Water Management, Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate
Policy, Netbeheer Nederland, RAI Vereniging (Dutch Association of the Bicycle and
Automotive Industries),Vereniging DOET (Dutch Organisation for Electric
Transport), Stichting Natuur en Milieu (Foundation for Nature Conservation and
Environmental Protection), Association of Dutch Car Leasing Companies (VNA) and
the Association of Dutch Municipalities (VNG), IPO (Interprovincial Consultation),
NVDE (Dutch Association for Sustainable Energy).

Quote
Maarten Steinbuch (professor at the Eindhoven University of Technology):
During the transition period to e-mobility, the Formula E-Team played a major role
in helping shape policy and ensuring that our country could play a guiding role!

120.000
Grid managers establish Elaad
The Dutch grid managers want to enable
e-mobility and in doing so gain experience
with its consequences for the network. At
this point there are few e-vehicles or
charging stations. The first market parties to
respond to the tender wonder what such a
smart charging station should look like. This
is the very beginning of Dutch
interoperability.

100.000

E-Mobility Action Plan
acceleration in 2011-2015
The related action plan describes the
way the goals should be reached.
E-mobility should contribute to the
economy, climate, liveability and
energy supply security. The goals are
expanded in 2015. By 2020 there
should be 200,000 e-vehicles, aiming
for 1 million by 2025.

80.000
The Action Plan is submitted
by three ministers and a state
secretary. Although people
still find it difficult to picture
a world filled with e-vehicles,
the subject does tickle
everyone's imagination.
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Prince Maurits appointed
chair of the Formula
E-Team
Minister: 'Having Prince
Maurits chair the Formula
E-Team demonstrates how
seriously we take e-mobility.'

20.000
Foundation for Nature
Conservation and
Environmental
Protection begins
e-mobility lobby.
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In 2011, the government begins its
Green Deal approach. The aim is to
help citizens, businesses and
government bodies to become more
sustainable by removing obstacles,
providing full information and
creating partnerships.

E-Mobility Action Plan
The aim is to make the
Netherlands the main
testground for e-mobility.
The Dutch government
reserves €65 million to
this end, with the first
step establishing the
Formula E-Team.

A major issue early on is
safety. Won't you get
electrocuted driving
through a puddle?
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The Netherlands is the
first market in the
world to launch mass
produced e-vehicles.
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Green Deal E-Mobility
The Formula E-Team
continues in this umbrella
deal with the aim of
having 15,000 to 20,000
e-cars in operation by
2015, including a properly
functioning infrastructure
with sufficient national
coverage.
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The Netherlands, the ideal laboratory for scaling up e-mobility
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Tesla model S
sales begin
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PHEV company
car tax is 15%

Scaling up requires the
number of charging
stations to at least increase
in line with the rising
number of e-vehicles, as
well as for the TCO* (Total
Cost of Ownership) to be
lower than for fossil fuels.

Paris Climate Agreement
(2015)
In 2015, nearly 200 participating
countries reached a binding
climate agreement. Global
warming needs to be limited to
a maximum of 2° Celsius, with
1.5°C as goal. The agreement
has greatly increased the
political urgency of dealing with
climate change. This is
reflected, for example, in the
2017 coalition agreement
reached by the governing
parties.

PHEV company
car tax is 7%
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First we need a sufficient charging infrastructure
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Charging infrastructure working group
This working group is cooperating with
the NKL on the most important issues
involved in rolling out charging
infrastructure. The focus is on a sufficient
number of public charging points, scaling
up, Vehicle2Grid and reducing inhibiting
rules and regulations.

Fiscal policy
To promote e-mobility, the Dutch
government supports it with its fiscal
policy. Until 2014, the tax benefits for
BEVs and PHEVs were the same. The
success of this policy and the debate in
society on the limited range of PHEVs
running on electrical power leads to a
gradual shift in tax benefits towards
BEVs. Prior to the reduction in tax
benefits, sales clearly peak.
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167 e-taxis ride to
and from Schiphol.

Tesla establishes
European
headquarters in
Amsterdam.
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Groot proposal
The Dutch House of
Representatives asks the Dutch
government to draft a plan
together with the Formula
E-Team to promote e-mobility
among private citizens. To this
end, the Formula E-Team
proposes eight measures,
including a purchase subsidy.
Although the proposal is not
adopted, it does create
awareness that e-mobility lacks
attractiveness to consumers.
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How can consumers be tempted?
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Nederland
Elektrisch website
183,230 pageviews
453,729 tweets
in 2017.

Review and further outlook of E-Mobility
Action Plan 2011-2015
On behalf of the ministry, KWINK groep
evaluated the implementation and results of
the Action Plan. They came to a positive
conclusion: e-mobility was successfully rolled
out in the Netherlands, employment increased,
and fresh innovations transpired, such as
interoperability, fast-charging and the V2G
Solar Car. These results were to some extent
attributable to the Formula E-team, with a
major contribution from the beneficial fiscal
policy.

Stella Vie, the family car of
Eindhoven University of
Technology wins the World
Solar Challenge.

Formula E-Team launches the
public website
nederlandelektrisch.nl.

Bert Klerk, former
President of the
Board of ProRail,
becomes the new
chair of the Formula
E-Team.
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In 2015, NKL launches
the helpdesk for
municipalities, where
the latter can turn to
with all of their
questions related to
e-mobility.

FET Action Agenda and status
document entitled 'E-mobility
road traffic 2015-2020'
Taking its lead from the
sustainable Fuel Vision, the
Formula E-Team drafts an agenda
outlining concrete activities
towards achieving the aims of the
Green Deal E-Mobility.

The Nuna team, Delft University
of Technology's solar car, wins
the World Solar Challenge for
the fifth time.

PHEV+BEV
PHEV company
car tax is 23%

National Charging Infrastructure
Knowledge Platform (NKL)
established
Prior to the Green Deal Publicly
Accessible Electric Charging
Infrastructure, the Formula E-Team
takes the initiative of establishing the
National Charging Infrastructure
Knowledge Platform (NKL). The NKL is
the central point of contact for
innovation related to public charging
infrastructure. Bert Klerk becomes
chair of the NKL.

The Formula E-Team makes a
major contribution to the
e-mobility chapter in the 2014
Duurzame Brandstofvisie met
LEF (a vision on sustainable fuel
for transport).

Participating
parties operate
in thematic
working groups.

e-Violin established
In 2011, the association of
charging station operators
and service providers is
established. The related
foundation aims to realise
general accessibility and open
standards for charging
infrastructure.

Formula E-Team
operational
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ANWB and Foundation for Nature
Conservation and Environmental
Protection organize large-scale
introductory campaigns
The media campaigns are coordinated
and supported by the Formula E-Team,
with RAI members, for example,
providing the cars.

Green Deal Electric Transport 2016-2020
The 18 partners in the Formula E-Team
strive to promote e-mobility and green
growth. The aim is to speed up the
transition to e-mobility by joining forces
and coordinating all related actions, so
that after 2020 no further government
support is required.

In 2017, for the first time ever, the entire growth
in numbers of e-vehicles is in BEVs, while the
total number of plug-in hybrid vehicles drops
slightly. Expectations of many are that the
e-vehicle fleet will continue to grow as the choice
of affordable models increases and costs
continue to decrease. The speed with which this
will happen depends on many factors, including
the new climate agreement.

2017 Dutch national government
coalition agreement
The current 2017 coalition agreement
is the first to boast a climate section.
The guiding principle is that climate
targets and green growth go hand in
hand. The goal of the Netherlands is to
reduce CO2 emissions by 49% by 2030,
as compared to 1990, and to work
towards a mutual European goal of a
55% reduction. With regard to
e-mobility, the Dutch government aims
to have all new cars and all buses to be
100% zero-emission in 2030. Tax
benefits will be phased out in line with
this time frame.
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PHEV

Storytelling
About e-mobility
during the energy
transition.

Legend
PHEV: Plug-in hybrid Electric Vehicle
BEV: battery Electric Vehicle
Total PHEV + BEV
Total public and semi-public charging points

Contribution to the future
scenario study on charging
infrastructure conducted by
Ecofys, commissioned by the
Ministry of Economic Affairs
and Climate Policy. The
scenarios involve anywhere
from a minimum of 2,5 million
to a maximum of 5 million
e-vehicles by 2030.

Light Electric Vehicles (LEV)
working group
Supports initiatives for
marketing new types of
e-vehicles (between bicycle
and car). This category has yet
to be fully accepted. The
working group is preparing a
introductory guide for
municipalities.

Positioning
In the run-up to the Climate
Agreement, the Formula
E-Team provides input for
the energy and climate
agreement.

The Innovation Acceleration
Programme (IAP)
A successful lobby by the Formula
E-Team led to the establishment of
the IAP, a cross-sectoral research
programme involving the three top
sectors HTSM, Energy and
Logistics. The Formula E-Team is
drawing up proposals for a
long-term programmatic approach.

BEV
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E-vehicles become part of the energy system via the smart grid

ANWB E-mobility Monitor
The working group provides
data for the Total Cost of
Ownership (TOC) monitor of
the ANWB. The RAI
association also uses the
monitor.

Consumer working group
Encourages consumer e-mobility
through e.g. public information
campaigns, private lease and
car-sharing concepts.

Communication working group
Works on improving the image of
e-mobility through a positive media
approach and sound, honest
information on e.g. costs and safety.
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Motor Vehicles Memorandum II
Parties participating in the
Formula E-Team advise the Dutch
government on details of the
Vehicle taxation law. The Formula
E-Team regards consistent tax
policy to be one of the mainstays
for developing an e-mobility
market.

The two roles of the Formula E-Team
The Formula E-Team was established to
provide solicited and unsolicited advice to
the minister concerning e-mobility. In
addition, the participating parties drafted
the Green Deal Electric Transport
2016-2020, as a sequel to the 2011 Green
Deal E-Mobility.

Formula E-Team

To test the system, a number of
VW Golfs are converted (for
€75,000 each). Former prime
minister Ruud Lubbers was one
of the people who drove these.

Green Deal Publicly Accessible Electric Charging
Infrastructure
Following the successful lobby of the Formula E-Team,
12 parties sign the Green Deal. The aim is to have
reduced the total cost of building and exploiting publicly
accessible electric charging infrastructure by 70% in late
2017, as compared to 2013. The National Charging
Infrastructure Knowledge Platform (NKL) facilitates
knowledge exchange and innovative projects. The Dutch
national government provides €7,2 million in
co-financing.

ENERGY AND CLIMATE AGREEMENT
The guiding principle is the goal of
reducing emissions by 49% by 2030 set out
in the coalition agreement. With regard to
mobility the goal is a 7 Mt reduction in CO2
emissions.

Holland Branding
The same story is told by many
parties, for instance describing
the Dutch lead in open
protocols and smart charging,
or the partnerships between
organisations involving Dutch
e-mobility products.

International steering group
Works on improving the
competitive position of Dutch
businesses concerning e-mobility
abroad via trade missions and
national representation at
international events.

Heavy duty working group
Supports the development of
zero-emission bus and lorry
transport. Contributes to the IAP.
Roadmap delivery
As yet, there is no
infrastructure available for
freight. This means
encouraging promising
product-market combinations
and the related infrastructure.

INEK
The Climate Agreement is the basis for the
Comprehensive Energy and Climate Plan
(INEK: Integraal Nationaal Energie- en
Klimaatplan) which the Netherlands is
required to submit in late 2018 as part of
the European Energy Union.
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